BACCALAURÉAT GÉNÉRAL
SESSION 2017
ANGLAIS

LANGUE VIVANTE 1

Durée de l’épreuve : 3 heures
Séries ES et S – coefficient : 3
Série L Langue vivante obligatoire (LVO) – coefficient : 4
Série L LVO et Langue vivante approfondie (LVA) – coefficient : 8

L’usage de la calculatrice et du dictionnaire n’est pas autorisé.

Dès que ce sujet vous est remis, assurez-vous qu’il est complet.
Ce sujet comporte 5 pages numérotées de 1/5 à 5/5.
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Compréhension

10 points

Expression

10 points

1/5

Prenez connaissance des documents A et B.
Document A
First day at the Circle
My God, Mae thought. It’s heaven.
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The campus was vast and rambling, wild with Pacific color, and yet the smallest detail
had been carefully considered, shaped by the most eloquent hands. On land that had
once been a shipyard, then a drive-in movie theater, then a flea market, then blight,
there were now soft green hills and a Calatrava fountain. And a picnic area, with
tables arranged in concentric circles. And tennis courts, clay and grass. And a
volleyball court, where tiny children from the company’s day care center were
running, squealing, weaving like water. Amid all this was a workplace, too, 400 acres
of brushed steel and glass on the headquarters of the most influential company in the
world. The sky above was spotless and blue.
Mae was making her way through all of this, walking from the parking lot to the main
hall, trying to look as if she belonged. The walkway wound around lemon and orange
trees, and its quiet red cobblestones1 were replaced, occasionally, by tiles with
imploring messages of inspiration. “Dream,” one said, the word laser-cut into the
stone. “Participate,” said another. There were dozens: “Find Community.” “Innovate.”
“Imagine.” She just missed stepping on the hand of a young man in a gray jumpsuit;
he was installing a new stone that said, “Breathe.”
On a sunny Monday in June, Mae stopped in front of the main door, standing below
the logo etched into the glass above. Though the company was less than six years
old, its name and logo — a circle surrounding a knitted grid, with a small ‘c’ in the
center — were already among the best known in the world. There were more than
10,000 employees on this, the main campus, but the Circle had offices all over the
globe and was hiring hundreds of gifted young minds every week. It had been voted
the world’s most admired company four years running.
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Mae wouldn’t have thought she had a chance to work at such a place but for Annie.
Annie was two years older, and they roomed together for three semesters in college,
in an ugly building made habitable through their extraordinary bond, something like
friends, something like sisters — or cousins who wished they were siblings and
would have reason never to be apart. […]
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While Mae was still at Carleton, meandering between majors, from art history to
marketing to psychology — getting her degree in psych with no plans to go further in
the field — Annie had graduated, gotten her M.B.A. from Stanford and was recruited
everywhere, but particularly at the Circle, and had landed here days after graduation.
Now she had some lofty2 title — Director of Ensuring the Future, Annie joked — and
had urged Mae to apply for a job. Mae did so, and though Annie insisted that she
pulled no strings, Mae was sure Annie had, and she felt indebted beyond all
measure. A million people, a billion, wanted to be where Mae was at this moment,
entering this atrium, 30 feet high and shot through with California light, on her first
day working for the only company that really mattered at all.
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Dave Eggars, The Circle, 2013
1

cobblestones: stones used to pave roads

2

lofty: both pretentious and prestigious
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Document B
Mhairi Black's Diary of a novice MP ... our heroine goes through looking glass
into the world of Westminster
At 20, Mhairi Black is the youngest MP to sit in the House of Commons since a 13year-old aristocrat took his seat in 1667. […]
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This week, she made it into Time magazine and pretty much every other newspaper
and magazine in the planet - while still studying for her finals at Glasgow University.
Despite all that, she was able to keep a diary of her first week in Westminster for
Sunday Herald readers. Here it is: […]
Tuesday
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Tuesday was when I really got my taste of the 'Palace of Westminster'. There are
'doormen' who are located throughout the building dressed incredibly decoratively
with long black tail coat jackets, white bowties and a solid gold royal emblem that
hangs from their waistcoats to show they are her majesty's guards. The thing that I
have found most striking is just how lovely all the doormen (and women) are, not only
in their general manner, but in the great lengths they go to in order to ensure you are
okay and are where you need to be. Westminster is an absolute maze with all the
nooks and crannies you could possibly imagine, so I have been lost very many times
and have subsequently become very familiar with the staff!
It is fairly difficult not to at least momentarily get sucked into the grandeur of the
building itself. Mosaic floors, tapestries that reach the ceiling and the odd solid gold
throne dotted about throughout the array of lavishly decorated rooms. Even despite
the friendliness of the staff, you cannot help but feel you are in a historic and upper
class estate due to the dress code. The building itself is a fortress from which you
never need leave. It has umpteen dining rooms, bars, lounges and social areas
which are equipped to deal with any desire you may have. Sitting out on the Terrace
in the London sunshine I began to realise how people do become sucked into the
Westminster establishment. Westminster is a bubble. It is closed off from the reality
which surrounds it. As I was walking about enjoying the art work and the history in
the pillars which surrounded me I continually had to bring things back to reality in my
own head. This is not a museum. It is a place of work. Whilst I may be enjoying the
sunshine in impressive and comfortable surroundings in the heart of the world famous Palace of Westminster, there are still children going to bed hungry in Paisley.
There are still people in and out of work being made to feel helpless in Johnstone as
they queue up at foodbanks to avoid starving. There are still hard working families in
Elderslie who are witnessing the price of food go up but their wages remaining
stagnant. It is not a museum, it is a place of work - it is the place where these wrongs
can be changed.
[…]
The Herald – www.HeraldScotland.com, 17 May 2015 (abridged)
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NOTE AUX CANDIDATS
Les candidats traitent le sujet sur la copie qui leur est fournie et veillent à :
- respecter l’ordre des questions et reporter les numéros des questions sur la copie ;
- faire toujours suivre les citations du numéro de la ligne.
Répondre en anglais aux questions.

I COMPRÉHENSION DE L’ÉCRIT (10 points)
Document A: First day at the Circle
A – The place:
1-Is this “campus” (line 2) a university? Justify with two elements from the text.
2-What is the name of this place?
3-How does this place give an impression of success and power? Give four elements
from the text.
4-What are the short messages on the ground? Give two of them. What is their goal?

Seuls les candidats de la série L composant au titre de la LVA (langue vivante
approfondie) traitent la question 5.
5-What sort of image or impression do these messages on the ground convey?
B – Mae:
6-What is Mae doing in that place, on that day? Quote from the text.
7-What is her first impression? Quote from the text.
8-Considering her university training, did she expect to get that kind of job? Justify
your answer by referring to the text.
C-Annie:
9-How are Mae and Annie related? Explain in your own words.
10-How successful was Annie at college? (Give one element.) How successful is she
professionally? (Give two elements.)
11-Why does Mae feel indebted to Annie? (Explain in your own words.)
Document B: Mhairi Black’s Diary of a novice MP... our heroine goes through
looking glass into the world of Westminster
12-Why isn’t Mhairi an ordinary Member of Parliament?
13-What type of text is it? Copy out the correct answers.
a-a newspaper article
b-a blog
c-an autobiography
d-a diary
e-an interview
14-Show the “grandeur” (line 18) of this place. Find two elements.
15-Pick out two elements that show it is a traditional institution.
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Documents A et B
16 Compare and contrast these two workplaces. (Find a different and a similar
aspect.)
17-“Westminster is a bubble” (line 26). Explain this expression and compare
Westminster with the “campus” (in text A).
Seuls les candidats de la série L composant au titre de la LVA (langue vivante
approfondie) traitent la question 18.
18-Focus on the end of text B (from line 29 to line 36).
To what extent are Mhairi and Mae’s first impressions similar?

II EXPRESSION ÉCRITE (10 points)
Afin de respecter l’anonymat de votre copie, vous ne devez pas signer votre
composition, citer votre nom, celui d’un camarade ou celui de votre
établissement.
Seuls les candidats des séries ES, S et ceux de la série L qui ne composent
pas au titre de la LVA (langue vivante approfondie) traiteront l’un des deux
sujets suivants en 300 mots (+/- 10 %).
1. One day later Mae tells Annie about her first day at ‘the Circle’. Imagine and
write their conversation.
OU
2. In your opinion, what is the ideal workplace?

Les candidats de la série L qui composent au titre de la LVA traiteront les deux
sujets suivants.
1. One day later Mae tells Annie about her first day at ‘the Circle’. Imagine and
write their conversation. (200 mots +/- 10 %)
ET
2. In your opinion, what is the ideal workplace? (250 mots +/- 10 %)
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